A rapid method combining immunofluorescence and flow cytometry for improved understanding of competitive interactions between lactic acid bacteria (LAB) and methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) in mixed culture.
The increasing frequency of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) infections in hospital and community settings highlights the need for effective anti-MRSA agents that will not contribute to the growing problem of antibiotic resistance. Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are known to exclude various pathogens through multiple mechanisms. In vitro models studying interactions of pathogens and LAB in mixed cultures use selective agar plates to quantify changes in target populations. We applied commercially available S. aureus-specific polyclonal antibodies conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) for this purpose, producing a bright green signal that clearly differentiates S. aureus from LAB species when mixed cultures are analyzed by flow cytometry and fluorescent microscopy. Flow cytometry of mixed cultures revealed a much larger population of MRSA cells than was detectable using selective agar plates. To our knowledge, this is the first time immunofluorescent flow cytometry has been applied to the study of competitive exclusion in mixed bacterial populations over time.